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parameters in the design of mass housing. Consequently, 
studies for the optimization of wind and noise parameters 
in mass housing areas are needed. A great number of stud-
ies are available concerning wind and noise individually. 
When the relevant studies are analysed it can be seen that 
in urban areas, air ow distribution di�ers greatly depend-
ing on the dimensions of structures, relative positions of 
one to another and their distribution in a city (Blocken, 
Carmeliet 2004; Hong, Lin 2015; Shi et al. 2015). Wind has 
additive, reducing and directing e�ects on this distribu-
tion. Several researches were made studying the creation 
of comfortable spaces for pedestrians around buildings 
depending on wind speed and the placing of wind barriers 
to reduce uncomfortable situations (Bu et al. 2009; Aanen, 
Van U�elen 2009; Willemsen, Wisse 2007; Stathopoulos 
2009; Koss 2006). Wind is one of the main physical causes 
of erosion. Researchers concentrate on wind barriers de-
signed to protect agricultural land against erosion in areas 
with strong and continuous wind (Cornelis, Gabriels 2005; 
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Abstract. In mass housing apartments, the comfort and quality of living conditions may be adversely a�ected by wind 
and noise especially on balconies, terraces, gardens and around swimming pools etc. �e quantitative and empirical 
testing of building models according to physical conditions with regard to wind and noise parameters directly a�ects 
the formation of buildings in the design process. In this paper, two cities (Istanbul and Diyabakır), which are selected 
from two di�erent climatic zones  in Turkey are considered as examples to create maximum comfortable usage areas 
depending on wind and noise e�ects. For mass housing settlement scenarios, common comfortable areas in terms of 
wind and noise were determined by using Urbawind and soundPLAN so�wares. �e relevant data and acceptance 
criteria related to wind and noise and  applied procedure are presented in the work. Performed studies show, if the 
settlements have dominant wind and noise directions, it is possible to �nd solutions using the geometric properties of 
the settlement in terms of wind and noise. In general, better comfort results appear in alternatives with L-C-U shaped 
design features rather than point-type and linear block layouts.
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Introduction 

Wind and noise are both physical environment factors 
that cause serious problems in urban areas and should be 
considered important in design and planning processes. 
�ey also have many negative e�ects on human health and 
comfort. While the numbers of mass- housing develop-
ments in di�erent climatic zones increase rapidly, the ef-
fect of wind speed in open areas especially due to building 
design has caused an increase in complaints. Additionally, 
because of locating mass housing close to roads, noise is 
also a parameter that increases complaints. Searching for 
solutions to the problems a�er the design process due to 
unacceptable wind and noise levels leads to additional 
costs and unnecessary expenditure of resources.  O�en, 
any changes bring additional costs to owners and cause 
conicts. 

Although the negative e�ects of wind and noise oc-
cur together in plenty of settlements, no study has been 
presented that provides guidance for combining these 
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Nordstrom, Hotta 2004; Campi et al. 2009). Wind tunnel 
experiments and computer simulation methods are used 
in studies related to wind (He, Song 1999; Yoshie et  al. 

2007; Hu, Wang 2004; Hagen et  al. 1981; Kubota et  al. 

2008). Nowadays, it can be seen that simulations are pre-
ferred to wind tunnel experiments, since simulations, are 
faster and cheaper to modify than physical models. Stud-
ies of wind barriers, to reduce the negative e�ects of wind, 
have focused on engineering calculations rather than ar-
chitectural design.

Studies on noise and noise control can be collected 
under many di�erent headings such as the e�ects of noise 
on human health and e�ciency, evaluation of noise as a 
design parameter in city and building planning, studies of 
noise mapping and action plans, and the design of noise 
barriers. Researches on the e�ects of noise show that noise 
starts to disturb when it exceeds 55 Leq dB(A), and once 
greater than 65 Leq dB(A) such disturbance increases sig-
ni�cantly and causes serious problems over time (Future 
Noise Policy (European Commision 1996)). In noise con-
trol, starting to evaluate the problem from the city plan-
ning level and locating the noise-sensitive outdoor areas 
and buildings at the required distance from the source of 
noise is of vital importance. In most developed countries, 
noise-compatible land use planning decisions are taken at 
the urban planning stage (FHWA 2006; Chevallier et al. 

2009; Murphy, King 2010; King et  al. 2011). In making 
decisions, the noise emitted from industrial facilities is 
evaluated and de�nitions speci�ed for noise-sensitive ar-
eas and structures as to how far away they are positioned 
from noise emitting facilities. According to current regula-
tion in Turkey, “�e Regulation of Environmental Noise 
Assessment and Management”, it is recommended that 
exterior noise should not exceed 55 Leq dB(A) in settle-
ments including sensitive structures (RENAM 2010). Ar-
rangement of buildings according to noise sources is an 
important parameter in terms of noise level that can reach 
both outdoor areas and building structures. In the plan-
ning stage, positioning the narrow side of the buildings in 
the direction of noise sources; placing the high and long 
parallel structures at speci�c angles to minimize possible 
sound reections from structure surfaces are among im-
portant design parameters. �ere are several studies re-
lated to determine the e�ect of the factors on noise envi-
ronment such as placement and shape of structures, green 
�elds, width and density of the roads and topography 
(Makarewicz 1991; �orsson et al. 2004; Baltrėnas et al. 

2011; Guedes et al. 2011).  Guedes et al., have found that 
the physical characteristics of the urban shape such as 
construction density, the existence of open spaces, and the 
shape and physical position of buildings have a signi�cant 
inuance on environmental noise (Guedes et al. 2011). On 
the other hand, especially for mass housing settlements, 
there is limited number of studies that deal with design 

con�gurations of outdoor activity areas to protect them 
from noise (FHWA 2006; Desanghere 2007; Montana 
2008; Newman, �ornley 1996). A wide range of studies 
have been performed on the subject of tra�c noise con-
trol. �ese studies are mainly related with the usage and 
importance of barriers in terms of city acoustics (Crombie, 
Hothersall 1994; Akdağ 2001; Bootby et al. 2001; Watson 
2006), selection of suitable equipment/sections for barri-
ers, the form of barriers (Cianfrini et al. 2007; Oldham, 
Egan 2011; Ishizuka, Fujiwara 2004; Naderzadeh et  al. 

2011; Venckus et al. 2012), relation between tra�c noise, 
the barrier and the receiver (Hong Kong Environmental 
Protection Department 2003; Ekici, Bougdah 2003; Watts, 
Godfrey 1999), visual design criteria for barriers (Kotzen, 
English 2004; Bendtsen 1994; Ma�ei et al. 2013), and us-
age of plants as a noise barrier (Kotzen 2002).

In the architectural design process, solutions in order 
to prevent wind and noise induced problems can be con-
sidered in three groups: 

 – Settlement
 – Barriers around structures
 – �e building envelope of structures. 

In Yıldız Technical University, a research project 
supported by TUBITAK (�e Scienti�c and Techno-
logical Research Council of Turkey) has been completed 
with the aim of developing a methodology for determin-
ing the most suitable settlement formations in terms of 
wind and noise control for outdoor spaces (Gedik et al. 

2014).  �is project considers �ve di�erent climatic zones 
(cold, hot humid, hot dry, temperate humid and temper-
ate dry). �e scope of this  project is limited to the con-
sideration of human comfort in terms of wind and noise 
levels for outdoor activities in mass housing settlements. 
Other speci�c e�ects of wind (including turbulence and 
noise vibration) and noise within the structure are out-
side the scope of this study. In this paper produced from 
the TUBITAK project, design con�gurations of two cit-
ies, which are selected from two di�erent climatic zones 
(temperate humid-Istanbul and hot dry-Diyarbakır) are 
considered as examples to create maximum comfortable 
usage areas depending on wind and noise e�ects taking 
account of the  building bylaws for mass housing in Tur-
key. �e comparative results of other cities will be pre-
sented in a later article.

1. Methodology, data and acceptances

�e methodology of this study consists of three stages:
1. Creating settlement scenarios for mass housing.
2. Determining the relevant data and acceptance cri-

teria related to wind and noise. 
3. Determining comfortable areas in terms of wind 

and noise individually and defining common 
comfortable areas.
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1.1. Creating settlement scenarios for mass housing

Within this paper, the size of a unit house that will be 
used is taken as 150 sqm. �is is the upper size limit of a 
residential zone determined by Turkey Housing Develop-
ment Fund (Prime Ministry Housing… 1997). Based on 
this, the width, length and height of the house is speci�ed 
as 10×15×3 m, respectively.

�e joining styles of unit house are de�ned as point-
type block and linear block, as shown in Figure 1. For point-
type blocks, the quad-joining style is selected since it is the 
most common type used mainly for economic reasons. Anal-
yses are made for four di�erent number of oors (3, 5, 7 and 
10) to assess the e�ects on the results obtained.

Figure 2 shows the working area (1 hectare/10,000 sqm). 
�e width and length of the land is determined as 80×125 m, 
respectively. To limit the analysis stages, the position of the 
road relative to the land is chosen to be on one side and par-
allel to the long edge. “�e Turkish Zoning Regulation of 
Planned Areas” is used to determine the front, side and back 
yards of the houses (�e Zoning Regulation… 1985). �e 25 
di�erent mass housing settlement con�gurations considered 
are shown in Figure 3.

1.2. Determining the relevant data and acceptance 
criteria related to wind and noise

Wind:
It is necessary to determine criteria to de�ne com-

fortable areas for di�erent climatic conditions, taking into 
consideration the e�ects of the wind on a human body. 
When reviewing the literature in this context the stud-
ies on wind speeds that provide comfortable conditions 
in open areas can be classi�ed by the studies focused on 
the mechanical e�ects of wind on the human body (Wil-
lemsen, Wisse 2007;  Koss 2006; Pendwarden, Wise 1975; 
Isyumov, Davenport 1975), on thermal e�ects (Arens et al. 

1986; Koch 2002) or both (Stathopoulos 2009; Stathopou-
los et al. 2004; Hoppe 2002; Szucs 2004; Szucs et al. 2007). 
�ere is no standard published on the mechanical e�ects 
of wind. In the quoted studies, it is mostly the wind ef-
fects on pedestrian comfort that are discussed. In studies 
as from Pendwarden (Pendwarden 1973), usually 5m/sec 
is accepted as a threshold value for uncomfortable situa-
tions in terms of the mechanical e�ects of wind. 

Studies concerning the thermal e�ect of wind are 
works that consider wind with other microclimate param-
eters and formulations developed from laboratory and sta-
tistical experiments in di�erent parts of the world (Arens 
et al. 1986; Koch 2002; Stathopoulos et al. 2004).    

Among the studies that are focused on both the me-
chanical and thermal e�ects of wind, the studies realized 
by Szucs et al. concerning audience comfort in stadiums 
are guidelines with their methodological approach (Szucs 
2004; Szucs  et al. 2007). Required wind speeds are deter-
mined for relative humidity of 40%, 60% and 80% from 

Fig. 2. Dimension and position of land

Fig. 1. Joining types of unit house

Fig. 3. Mass housing settlement con�gurations (A1-A5: Point 
type blocks, A6-A25: Linear type blocks)

rearranged psychometric diagram of Olgyay’s biocli-
matic comfort chart (Arens et al. 1986). It is considered 
that Willemsen and Wise used 5 m/sec wind speed as a 
threshold value in their study depending on activity lev-
els (Willemsen, Wisse 2007). A threshold value of wind 
speed is determined according to climatic regions taking 
into account maximum acceptable values of wind speed 
for mechanical e�ects on the human body and minimum 
values based on relative humidity.  Evaluating the climatic 
data, 5 m/sec wind (light breeze, Beaufort scale) for tem-
perate humid climate region (Istanbul) and 3.6  m/sec 
wind (mechanical threshold) for hot dry climate region 
(Diyarbakır) are accepted as a threshold values. 

In the next stage, to determine the annual accept-
able percentage of hours that threshold value is exceeded 
(exceedance frequency) depending on activity level is im-
portant.  To specify the annual acceptable exceedance fre-
quency of threshold values indicated by F in Table 1, the 
studies in the literature have been examined. �e study 
by Willemsen and Wisse is considered as signi�cant with 
regards to both de�ning discomfort potential caused by 
the mechanical e�ects of wind on pedestrians and present-
ing the preparation of new wind comfort regulations in 
�e Netherlands and notes about current studies on wind 
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comfort in this regulation (Willemsen, Wisse 2007). Also 
by considering the annual acceptable wind speed exceed-
ance frequency values (%) given in the study by Caniot 
(Caniot et al. 2011; acceptable exceedance frequencies (F) 
are created depending on activity level  for Istanbul and 
Diyarbakır, as shown in Table 1. 

In Table  1 wind speeds are expressed as threshold 
values (3.6  m/sec and 5  m/sec) and the acceptable ex-
ceedance frequencies indicated as F (5%; 10%) are given 
depending on activity type. In short, F is the annual ac-
ceptable percentage of hours that treshold value of wind 
speed is exceeded.

Table 1. Acceptable exceedance frequencies (F) of wind 
comfort threshold values (m/sec) dependent on activity levels 
(Caniot et al. 2011)  

Activity type Diyarbakir Istanbul

Sitting F (V > 3.6 m/sec) < 5% F (V > 5 m/sec) < 5%

Walking F (V > 3.6 m/sec) < 10% F (V > 5 m/sec) < 10%

In simulations, the wind data received from the 
Turkish State Meteorological Service for Istanbul and 
Diyarbakır was used containing daily and hourly mea-
surements over a 30 year period (Archive of Turkish State 
Meteorological Service 2013). �e seasonal wind speeds 
and directions for Istanbul and Diyarbakır at 6:00, 9:00, 
12:00, 15:00, 18:00, 21:00 and 24:00 hours are shown in 
Figure  4. UrbaWind so�ware has been used for wind 
comfort simulations (UrbaWind 2013) Wind measure-
ments are gathered at 10 m height in Turkey. �erefore, 
a reference point at 10 m height was de�ned and calcula-
tions were made according to this reference condition. In 
calculations, the height from ground was taken as 1.5 m 
considering the height range that a�ects the human body. 
�e roughness ratio of the soil directly a�ects the wind 
velocity. Urbawind has four types of Roughness length 
for the inlet pro�le: 0.05 m open country, 0.001 m water, 
0.25 m small density city and 0.7 m for high denstiy city 
or forest. 0.25 m small density city roughness pro�le has 
been selected for calculations. Climatologic data can be 
used as Tab File, Topowind File and TIM File formats in 

Urbawind. Due to data taken from Turkish State Meteoro-
logical Service, Tab File format was used in calculations.

Noise:
SoundPLAN 7.3 has been used for simulations 

(Soundplan Manual 2012). In simulations, NMPB-
Routes-96 method is used for noise propagation as sug-
gested in EU Noise Directive (EU 2002) and RENAM 
(RENAM 2010).

In various national and international standards and 
regulations regarding noise, the noise levels that should 
not be exceeded are speci�ed based on the region where 
the structure is located. According to current “Environ-
mental Noise Assessment and Regulation” in Turkey, 
suggested maximum value of exposure from road traf-
�c is 68 Leq dB(A) according to settlement region type 
(RENAM 2010). On the other hand, in many studies con-
ducted in Turkey, the noise generated by roadside was de-
termined to vary between 55 Leq dB(A) ile 85 Leq dB(A) 
by means of noise level measurements and prepared noise 
maps (Kumbay et al. 2006; Akdağ, Candemir 2009; Akne-
sil, Akdağ 2011; Dal, Akdağ 2011). In this study, in order 
to reveal the changes of comfort state of buildings located 
in di�erent noise environment, the examinations were 
performed for four di�erent situations that the road noise 
generate 55, 65, 75 and 85 Leq dB(A) noise at 1 m away 
from the road. Simulations and calculations were realized 
with the road sound power levels corresponding to these 
values; 70 dB(A), 79 dB(A), 113 dB(A) and 123 dB(A), 
respectively. For 55 and 65 Leq dB(A) the road width is 
speci�ed as 14 m and for 75 and 85 Leq dB(A) the road 
width is set at 21 m. Individual lane width is taken to be 
3.5 m, with refuge and pavement widths of 2 m.

In NMPB Routes method based ISO 9613-2 stan-
dard, in noise level calculations from source to receiver it 
is suggested to use G:0 (where G is the sound absorption 
features of ground) for low sound absorption surfaces like 
concrete, G:1 for land areas covered with grass, trees or 
another vegetation and between 0 and 1 for hard and po-
rous mixed grounds. In this study, ground was assummed 
to be of mixed type and G was taken to be 0.6 (ISO 9613-
2:1996). Road was chosen as asphalt surface. In the calcu-
lations, grid space was taken as 10 m, and the height from 

Fig. 4. �e seasonal wind speeds (m/sec) for outdoor use hours for İstanbul and Diyarbakır 
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ground as 1.5 m.  �e e�ect of wind to noise propagation 
was taken into account by entering the annual wind fre-
quency distribution to so�ware in 18 directions with angle 
of 20 degrees and for 2 di�erent time zone, day and night.  
�e wind data was received from the Turkish State Me-
teorological Service and include last 30 years. In Turkey, 
wind measurements are performed for 16 directions in 
wind rose with angle of 22,5 degrees (Archive of Turkish 
State Meteorological Service 2013).  Data for angle of 20 
degrees, that required to enter to the noise so�ware, was 
obtained by interpolation of existing data. 

�e values of the noise value for annoyance are dif-
ferent during the day, evening and night period. �e open 
spaces in mass housung settlements are o�en used during 
daylight hours. So, the noise level that should not be ex-
ceeded for daylight hours was taken 55 Leq dB(A), consid-
ering the values given in related documents (WHO 1996; 
RENAM 2010). 

Noise Measurements and Validation of the Models

SoundPLAN, used for noise calculations, is a highly ac-
curate simulation so�ware that both noise sources and 
environmental data can be de�ned in detail. It can be 
found various studies in literature that shows the sensitiv-
ity of the so�ware (King, Rice 2009; Guedes et al. 2012; 
Dal, Akdağ 2011). In order to demonstrate the accuracy 
of the results obtained in this study, noise map of a part 
of mass housing located along a road with heavy tra�c 
was prepared, noise level calculations was made at some 
points and compared with noise level measurements. 
1/1000-scaled maps of the working area was provided in 
electronic form from Istanbul Metropolitan Municipality 
and transferred to SoundPLAN 7.3 so�ware. �ese maps 
are with UTM coordinate system and include terrain el-
evations (x, y, z (height)) and building information system 
(intended use of building, number of oors etc.). �ere is 
not a remarkable change in tra�c density of the road dur-
ing the day, the number of vehicles, percentage of heavy 
vehicles and average speeds were determined based on 
observation for one hour period, from 10:00 to 11:00 and 
entered to the so�ware. During the preparation of noise 
maps, NMPB Routes 96 (Guide de Bruit) standard for 
highways that was proposed by EU Noise Directive (EU 
2002) and RENAM (RENAM 2010) was used. �e tem-
perature and relative humidity was measured as 25 °C and 
70%, respectively. �e average wind directions and speeds 
in summer for Istanbul was introduced to the so�ware 
as wind rose (Archive of Turkish State Meteorological 
Service 2013). Grid spacing was selected as 10×10 m in 
calculations of maps for 1.5 m height. Noise map of the 
working area can be seen in Figure 5. Noise level calcula-
tions was also performed at points that shown in Figure 6.

All measurements were performed in accordance 
with the ISO 1996-1 standard (ISO 1996-1:2003) in the 

Fig. 5. Noise map of selected area

Fig. 6. Noise measurement points
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frequency range A, by use of Brüel&Kjær Type 2250 
sound level meter.  Measurements were also carried out 
1.5 m above the ground with using a microphone wind-
shield and at least 2 m away from buildings to prevent any 
surface reection. �e results of 15 minutes-long measure-
ments and simulations realized for same points were given 
in Table 2.  

According to the Good Practice Guide for Strategic 
Noise Mapping and the Production of Associated Data on 
Noise Exposure (WG-AEN 2006), the di�erence between 
actual measurement results and the calculated values 
must not exceed 1 dB(A) in a distance of 300 m from the 
source, 3 dB(A)  in a distance of 600 m from the source 
and 10 dB in a distance of 2,000–3,000 m from the source.  
As shown in Table 2, the di�erence of the measurement 
and simulation results are below 1 dB(A) at 14 points and 
slightly above only at 2 points. �erefore it reveals the reli-
ability of simulation results.

1.3. Determining comfortable areas in terms of 
wind and noise individually and de�ning common 
comfortable areas

Comfort maps were created for 25 settlement alternatives 
in Istanbul and Diyarbakir according to di�erent num-
ber of oors, noise levels and activity type. �e results 
obtained were evaluated using a diagrammatic approach. 
Because of di�erences in calculation methods for the two 
physical parameters (acceptances, standards, equations, 
etc.), the comfort maps were initially prepared separately 
from the di�erent simulations for both parameters and �-
nally superimposed to specify the common comfortable 
areas. �e ratio of common comfortable area to the total 
open area was calculated and given as a comfort percent-
age. �e schematic procedure to determine the common 
comfortable areas in terms of wind and noise is given in 
Figure 7 an example for 3 oors, for an A15 type settle-
ment.

�e steps are as follows to determine the comfortable 
areas (Fig. 7):

 – Step 1. to prepare the wind and noise maps sepa-
rately by using Urbawind and SoundPLAN simu-
lation programs.

 – Step 2. to transfer the wind and noise maps to the 
AutoCAD so�ware and to scan the comfortable 
areas on maps.

 – Step 3. to superimpose the wind and noise comfort 
maps.

 – Step 4. to create a new map by selecting common 
comfortable areas in terms of wind and noise and 
determine the ratio of common comfortable area 
to the total open area.

Following the procedure given above, comparison 
maps were prepared for 25 settlement alternatives in Is-
tanbul and Diyarbakir. As an example of Step  2, maps 
showing the comfortable areas in terms of wind and noise 
are given in Figure 8 and Figure 9 for two alternatives in 
İstanbul. For the fourth step, sample maps showing the 
common comfortable areas are given in Figure 10.

As indicated in Section 1.2, in order to take account 
the e�ect of wind to noise propagation, the wind data 
of Istanbul and Diyarbakir was entered to SoundPLAN 

Table 2. Comparison between measured and calculated noise levels

Evaluated points 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Measured Leq dB(A) 67.5 68.0 66.5 66.0 62.0 65.0 65.5 55.0

Calculated Leq dB(A) 67.0 67.2 66.0 65.5 62.6 64.8 64.0 54.2

Di�erence Leq dB(A) +0.7 +0.8 +0.5 +0.5 –0.6 +0.2 +1.5 +0.8

Evaluated points 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16

Measured Leq dB(A) 56.0 56.7 53.0 53.0 52.2 49.0 51.5 51.5

Calculated Leq dB(A) 56.8 57.5 52.0 53.4 53.5 48.5 50.8 50.5

Di�erence Leq dB(A) –0.8 –0.8 +1.0 –0.4 –1.2 +0.5 +0.7 +1.5

Fig. 7. �e schematic procedure to determine the common 
comfortable areas in terms of wind and noise
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Fig. 8. �e variation of comfortable outdoor areas according to mass housing alternatives in terms of wind (Dark grey: house blocks, 
light grey: comfortable areas, white: uncomfortable areas)

Fig. 9. �e variation of comfortable outdoor areas according to mass housing alternatives in terms of noise (Dark grey: house 
blocks, light grey: comfortable areas, white: uncomfortable areas)
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the wind on noise level is important a�er 50 m (Harris 
1994). In this study, the e�ect of wind on noise level is 
very low that cannot be noticed in results because of both 
the location and size of the parcel and direction and low 
annually-average speed of wind for Istanbul and Diyarba-
kir. �erefore, sample maps given in Figure 9 are valid for 
both Istanbul and Diyarbakir.

2. Evaluation of open comfortable areas in terms of 
both wind and noise

To carry out a general evaluation of common comfort-
able areas in terms of wind and noise, for each alternative 
settlement, the average results obtained are grouped ac-
cording to the number of oors (3–5 oors for low build-
ings and for 7–10 oors high-rise buildings) and di�erent 
noise levels. Grouping the percentages of common com-
fortable areas in terms of both factors in the diagrams for 
buildings with low and high numbers of oors provides a 
more robust assessment because it was determined that 
the comfort percentages in terms of wind show signi�cant 
variations on high-rise buildings. Results are presented as 
graphics and evaluated as follows.

55 Leq dB(A) noise level is the comfort limit value, 
and 100% comfortable results were obtained for all settle-
ment alternatives in terms of noise. �erefore, the percent-
ages shown in Figure 11 are values obtained depend on 
wind. 

For Istanbul, A9 and A17 con�gurations provide 
maximum comfort percentages both for low and high 
number of oors because any increase not occurs on out-
door wind speeds due to the structures. (Formation of the 
settlements do not inuence the outdoor wind speed ef-
fects with height). A9 con�guration with L-shaped struc-
tures that close the road side and do not use one-piece 
block on dominant wind directions (which can increase 
external wind speed and create channelling e�ects) gives 
good results in terms of wind and noise. In addition, con-
�gurations where the open area is located in the south and 
the structures constitute a barrier to the dominant wind 
direction, northeast and north (A2, A3, A5 from point-
type blocks; A8, A12 and A20 from linear type blocks) 
are comfortable. �e con�guration with minimum com-
fortable area percentage is A13, where the north side is 
open, consisting of linear blocks vertical to the road and 
solid blocks that create channel e�ects. �e �ndings are 

Fig. 10. �e variation of comfortable outdoor areas according 
to mass housing alternatives in terms of wind and noise 
(Dark grey: house blocks, light grey: comfortable areas, white: 
uncomfortable areas)

Fig. 11. Averaged comfort percentages of the results of wind and 55 Leq dB(A) noise level

so�ware. �e noise maps generated according to re-
sults were compared and the results were found identi-
cal. It was presented in previous works that the e�ect of 
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di�erent for Diyarbakir as it can be clearly seen that 
comfort percentages decrease dramatically, especially for 
point-type blocks. �e reason is that the average wind 
speed values in Diyarbakır are higher compared to Istan-
bul throughout the year. An increase at comfort percent-
ages can be seen in Figure 11 going from point-type settle-
ments to linear-type. A20 type con�guration, where the 
north side is closed and the open areas positioned on the 
south side, provide higher comfort percentages for high 
number of oors. Consequently, A20, A23 and A24 con-
�gurations would seem to be good choices. It can also be 
seen, in con�gurations where the NE and NW directions 
are closed with L-shaped structures and in partially open 
or yard-type houses where the northern directions are 
completely closed with open areas arranged on the south 
side, better results are obtained.

In Figure 12, it can be seen that the comfort percent-
ages decrease at 65 Leq dB(A) noise level and this result is 
mainly due to wind.  

For Istanbul, again A9 and A17 con�gurations pro-
vide maximum comfort percentages both for low and 
high number of oors.  It can be seen that the comfort 
percentages obtained in terms of noise start to a�ect com-
mon comfortable area percentages. Con�gurations like 
A23 with linear type blocks, closed o� from the road are 
better performers than even con�guration A17 when con-
sidering low numbers of oors. �e A5 con�guration has 
good performance no matter how many oors are consid-
ered whilst A11 and A13 con�gurations are the poorest 
performers. For Diyarbakır, comfort percentages decrease 
at 65 Leq dB(A) level but the Figure  12 is very similar 
to the 55 Leq dB(A) conditions. Comfort percentages of 
point-type block con�gurations are quite low both for low 
and high number of oors. L-shaped and yard-type lin-
ear, C-shaped, inverse closed U-shaped and fully closed 

O-shaped con�gurations (A20, A23, A24, and A25) are 
good performers for prevailing northerly winds.

In Figure 13, it can be seen that the comfort percent-
ages decrease considerably at 75 Leq dB(A) noise level and 
this is mainly due to noise. With increasing noise level, 
common comfort percentages decrease speci�cally for 
con�gurations consisting of point-type blocks.

For Istanbul, just as for 55  Leq dB(A) and 65 
Leq dB(A) conditions, the performance of A9 con�gura-
tion is remarkably good (51%) for all numbers of oors (3-
5-7-10) at 75 Leq dB(A).  A25 con�guration, fully closed 
yard-type, has a high comfort percentage at 68% in terms 
of both wind and noise for low number of oors, but its 
percentage drops to 17% because of the unfavorable situa-
tion for high number of oors in terms of wind. For yard-
type structures with a high number of oors, the air ow 
that passed over the structure channeled into the yard and 
created discomfort. �e same situation is also valid for A21 
and A22 con�gurations. �e performance of the A17 and 
A20 con�gurations are poor when compared with con�gu-
rations that consist of yard-type structures and completely 
closed road sides like A21 and A25 which provide better 
performance. For Diyarbakır, especially for point-type 
blocks and discrete linear-type settlements, the common 
comfortable area percentages drop to below 10% in 75 Leq 
dB(A)of compared to 20–30% for wind-weighted 55 and 
65 Leq dB(A) noise levels.  �e level drops below 20% for 
most of the closed linear settlements and close to 30% is 
obtained for low number of oors. Only the fully closed 
yard-type A25 con�guration provides 55% comfort per-
centage in terms of wind with low number of oors but the 
percentage drops to only 10% for high numbers of oors.

In Figure 14, it can be seen that the comfort percent-
ages of suitable usage areas in terms of wind and noise are 
de�ned by noise at the 85 Leq dB(A) level.   

Fig. 12. Averaged comfort percentages of the results of wind and 65 Leq dB(A) noise level

Fig. 13. Averaged comfort percentages of the results of wind and 75 Leq dB(A) noise level
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As illustrated in Figure  14, for Istanbul, there are 
large decreases in comfort percentages for all settle-
ment alternatives. Except for yard-type A21 and A25 
type con�gurations with low numbers of oors and 
closed on the road side, comfort percentages are quite 
low, even dropping to just 1%. �e results for comfort 
percentages are severely a�ected by the inuence of 
noise.  For Diyarbakır, except in linear U-shaped A21 
con�gurations where the road side is completely closed 
and fully closed yard-type A25 con�gurations with low 
numbers of oors, all settlement alternatives have quite 
low comfort percentages, the majority close to zero. Only 
A25 con�guration with a low number of oors provides 
around 55% comfort percentage.  

A general review of the results obtained for Istanbul 
and Diyarbakir for common suitable usage areas in terms 
of wind and noise conditions is summarized below:

For Istanbul, at 55 Leq dB(A) and 65 Leq dB(A) 
where the wind is dominant in comfort percentages, re-
sults are similar. Including point-type blocks, most of 
settlements are considered to have good performance for 
both low and high numbers of oors. It can be seen that 
with increasing noise level, the performance of discrete 
point-type blocks reduces considerably; linear-type settle-
ments come to the fore and the number of con�gurations 
with high comfort percentage decreases. For 3–5 oor set-
tlements, linear con�gurations come to the fore, whilst for 
7–10 oor settlements the comfort percentages are quite 
low. It can be seen that oor height adversely a�ects wind-
related results and particularly in con�gurations with 7 
oors or more, this e�ect seems to be very signi�cant. 

Since the average wind speed values in Diyarbakır 
are higher than those recorded at Istanbul throughout the 
year, comfort percentages and the number of comfort-
able con�gurations decrease dramatically. Similar results 
are obtained in both the 55 and 65 Leq dB(A) diagrams. 
For mainly northerly dominated wind directions closed 
L-shaped and yard-type linear, C-shaped, inverse closed 
U-shaped and fully closed O-shaped con�gurations (A20, 
A23, A24, and A25) perform well. 

It is possible to determine con�gurations with both 
point-type and linear-type blocks that have high per-
centages of comfort for İstanbul (an exception being at 
the 85 Leq dB(A) noise level in Istanbul). On the other 
hand, there are signi�cant di�erences between point-type 

Fig. 14. Averaged comfort percentages of the results of wind and 85 Leq dB(A) noise level

and linear-type blocks in all the noise level diagrams for 
Diyarbakır because of the high reduction of comfort level 
for point-type blocks. Diyarbakır is a di�cult city to pro-
vide comfort using the geometric properties of a settle-
ment. Point-type and discrete linear settlements perform 
poorly in Diyarbakır. Only a few settlements with yard-
type linear con�gurations perform acceptably.

At 75 Leq dB(A) noise level and above, in the op-
tions where the blocks are arranged vertical to the road 
(in a north-south axes), the comfort ratio decreases dra-
matically. If the blocks are placed parallel to the road as a 
noise barrier, comfortable areas increase behind the struc-
tures. �erefore, improvements occur in comfort values 
for an alternative arrangement with blocks placed parallel 
to the road. Better comfort results appear in alternatives 
with L-C-U shaped design features rather than point-type 
and linear block layouts. �is is related to the sheltered 
areas created by these layout alternatives from the e�ects 
of wind and noise.

Conclusions

Wind and noise are both physical environmental factors 
a�ecting user comfort directly. Because of them open 
and semi-open spaces cannot be used e�ciently. �is 
situation applies particularly in modern-day mass hous-
ing developments. Both wind and noise are important 
components of building physics in the �eld of determin-
ing the sizing for buildings, orienting structures in terms 
of climatic and noise factors and the design of structural 
shape and positioning with respect to other nearby struc-
tures. In this study, it has been shown that the con�gura-
tion and positioning of structures in layout plan could 
be a major source of problems for open areas in terms of 
wind and noise. 

Today, especially high rise identical apartment 
blocks are seen in the new mass housing settlements in 
all cities of Turkey like most of other countries. �ere-
fore, this article has revealed the situation experienced 
in the present and developed solutions and recommen-
dations in terms of wind and noise subjects. �e general 
conclusions of this study are:

1. It has been demonstrated  that linear-type settle-
ments give better results compared with point-ty-
pe block settlements. For block settlements, con�-
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gurations parallel to the road have more comfor-
table areas than vertical alternatives. Increasing 
of oor numbers a�ects both wind and noise 
comfort adversely. From the perspective of noise 
control, the main reasons for this situation are the 
distance of buildings from the road, distance from 
one another and reections from buildings surfa-
ces. �e con�guration and positioning of structu-
res should be determined by consideration of the 
dominant wind direction and annual variation. 

2. Con�gurations that can create channelling e�ects 
along wind directions should be strictly avoided, 
particularly for high numbers of oors. High ap-
artment blocks are totally unsuited to this kind of 
settlements as they are more exposed to solar radi-
ation and do not provide sheltered outdoor spaces 
for the occupants as well. 

3. If the settlements have dominant wind and noise 
directions, it is possible to �nd solutions using the 
geometric properties of the settlement in terms of 
wind and noise.

4. �e results presented in this paper show it will be 
possible to select suitable con�gurations respec-
ting wind and noise levels based on wind data for 
a particular city and the position of the structural 
design according to road position and noise level. 
However, the scope of this study is limited to pro-
viding a guide to human comfort in terms of wind 
and noise for outdoor activities in mass housing 
settlements. �e e�ects of wind and noise within 
the structure could be considered as the subject of 
another study.

5. It was generally found that the performance of 
comfortable open spaces is not su�ciently provi-
ded for by components such as structural con�-
guration, position and height, so additional con-
siderations are needed. In order to improve the 
comfort performance of these spaces, recommen-
dations are made to guide the design of wind and 
noise barriers. It is anticipated that related studies 
will be presented in a subsequent article.
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